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�What are 
Democratic Rights?

Democratic Rights



�
3. Every citizen of Canada has the right to vote in an election 
of members of the House of Commons or of a legislative 
assembly and to be qualified for membership therein.

Section 3
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�
Whereas Canada is founded 

upon principles that 
recognize the 

supremacy of God 
and the rule of law
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3. Every citizen of Canada has the right to vote in an election 
of members of the House of Commons or of a legislative 

assembly and to be qualified for membership therein.



�

Disabilities and the Vote



�
52     When the facade of rhetoric is stripped away, little is 
left of the government’s claim about punishment other than 
that criminals are people who have broken society’s norms 
and may therefore be denounced and punished as the 
government sees fit, even to the point of removing 
fundamental constitutional rights.  Yet, the right to punish 
and to denounce, however important, is constitutionally 
constrained.  It cannot be used to write entire rights out of the 
Constitution, it cannot be arbitrary, and it must serve the 
constitutionally recognized goals of sentencing.  

Prisoners: Sauvé v. Canada 
(2002)



�
Youth voting



Sections 4 and 5
4. (1) No House of Commons and no legislative assembly shall 
continue for longer than five years from the date fixed for the 
return of the writs at a general election of its members. 

(2) In time of real or apprehended war, invasion or 
insurrection, a House of Commons may be continued by 
Parliament and a legislative assembly may be continued by the 
legislature beyond five years if such continuation is not 
opposed by the votes of more than one-third of the members of 
the House of Commons or the legislative assembly, as the case 
may be. 

5. There shall be a sitting of Parliament and of each 
legislature at least once every twelve months. 
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The Scourge of the Long 
Parliament



�

The threat of No Parliament



�
� The three rights are limited:

Democracy as Process

� We can have a say in who governs us

� We can have our say regularly

� We can expect some government in the open



�
How do you solve a 
problem like Victor?



�
With the Communist Party 

of Canada
Miguel Figueroa v. Attorney General of 
Canada
At Ontario Superior Court (1999):
Election deposits to be returned and Party 
assets not forfeited for less than 15% total 
vote

At Ontario Court of Appeal (2001):
Party names on ballots with low minimum 
of candidates (12 now)
At the Supreme Court of Canada (2003):

Iacobucci: “the purpose of s. 3 is not to protect the right of each citizen to play an 
unlimited role in the electoral process, but to protect the right of each citizen to play a 
meaningful role in the electoral process” (@ para. 36)



�
Section 3 can be interpreted and enforced by courts.

The Limitations:
Who enforces the Rights?

Who can enforce section 4 and section 5?

Can a court do it?

Can anyone else? 

Are these anything more than aspirational?



�
Democracy and Crisis?



�
� I’ve read summaries of the Mueller report. Could that 

happen here? 
� Really, you think infants should be able to vote?
� What about voter-ID laws?
� What about on-line voting?
� What do you think about the PEI election and 

referendum today?

Questions?

Some possible questions could include:


